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fulling mills and other workshops kept for the supply of
the monastic households, came into the market and were
purchased by capitalist clothiers. On the other hand,
a large amount of cheap labour became available in the
persons of the innumerable dependents of the monas-
teries who were thrown out of work, or out of alms. In
1538 Abingdon was said to be likely to decay unless the
people were put to work to ' drape cloth ', and Tuckar,
a cloth-maker of Burford, offered to spend 100 marks a
week in wages if he could have the use of two fulling
mills and other property belonging to the dissolved
abbey,1 while at Oxford it was suggested that if the
friaries were granted to the corporation the town could
become a clothing centre, as there were good sites for
fulling mills at both the Black and the Grey Friars.2
Some years later William Sturnpe, the great clothier
who had bought Malrnesbury Abbey, offered to take
over Oseney Abbey and convert it into a cloth factory
for the Oxford district, undertaking to employ 2,000
persons, if so many could be found ' that wyll do their
worke well continually in clothernakyng '.3
Attempts to deal with the growing problem of poverty
and unemployment during Elizabeth's reign by the local
encouragement of clothmaking were numerous. At
Leicester in 1572 the corporation made a loan of 100
marks to Thomas Bradgate to enable him to set up
clothing in the town and provide work for the poor.4
This device had been employed at Lincoln as early as
1516, when a contribution was got up to start cloth -
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